TOMORROW: YES SHOW 2023

There is still time to register for the 2023 YES celebrations. Tomorrow night’s event accompanies an extraordinary exhibition comprising plans, 3D models, and renderings that push the boundaries of imagination and design, showcasing everything from buildings that address social or economic inequity, and ideas of what an enticing and resilient future downtown Calgary needs to be, to what sustainable planning and landscapes can look like in the face of the current climate emergency. The show also serves as a network builder, offering an opportunity for industry, community and students to create connections, share ideas and build relationships.

Register Here
DESIGN EDUCATION AT CROSSROADS
As we re-consider definitions of, and expectations for, quality in the built environment, how should education adjust and adapt? Discover the answer at the panel discussion and keynote on May 1 at the CBDLab.

FUTURE OF THE CITY FESTIVAL
How can we build a city for the future while acknowledging the past? Avenue Magazine's first Future of the City Festival features a panel discussion addressing this and more on May 2 at the CBDLab.

CLASS OF 2023 | GRAD PARTY
Join The School on June 2 as it celebrates SAPL graduates and their tremendous accomplishment. Family and friends are welcome. REGISTER BEFORE MAY 2

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE CONSTRUCTED ENVIRONMENT
The Thirteenth International Conference on the Constructed Environment, Human/Nature: Toward A Reconciliation will address themes such as the design of space and place, construction of the environment, and environmental and social impacts. Register for online lectures HERE.

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF CANADA 2023 CONFERENCE
From May 2 to 6, the RAIC conference in Calgary will feature numerous learning opportunities and engaging discussions that will educate, inspire, and benefit participants at all career levels. REGISTER.

LET’S TALK ABOUT…THE GRID
How do we navigate a world where we need energy, power grids and resources for our modern daily lives, while also finding ways to honour and preserve the land and peoples from which those resources are gleaned? Join D.talks as it hosts a public and free event called “Let’s Talk About…The Grid” addressing these questions on May 4. LEARN MORE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

PERIPLUS SUMMER WORKSHOPS
Take part in a design residency in Greece this summer as part of the Athens Design Festival. READ MORE

RESEARCH IN RESIDENCE PROGRAM
The Centre for Architectural Structures and Technology (C.A.S.T.) at the University of Manitoba is calling for proposals for their MMI-sponsored 2023/20324 Research in Residence program, awarded to individuals coming to the Faculty of Architecture to pursue their own independent focused research. MORE INFORMATION

HAVE ANY WEBSITE UPDATES?
Let us know what needs our attention. Send a detailed note to marcomm@sapl.ucalgary.ca explaining the problem, and please provide the content to be uploaded, updated, or that is simply missing.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
2 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS | CITY OF REGINA
The City of Regina is currently hiring 2 Landscape Architects to provide technical expertise and advice to internal and external stakeholders regarding landscape design in the public realm.

MULTIPLE POSITIONS | TAWAW
TAWAW is hiring all levels of Architects/Designers/Technologists, from a summer student to entry level designer/intern architect, and intermediate architect.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Cities must take immediate action against ‘renovictions’ to address the housing crisis.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND ARCHITECTURE
An honest review of how an Architect might use artificial intelligence.
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